Overview:
Rain for Rent’s unique WORKSAFE™ RampLox® (U.S. Patent # D725,748) are modular and durable temporary pipe and hose ramps. By interlocking RampLox units to achieve your desired width, your hose, pipe, and conduit will be protected and vehicle or pedestrian traffic will continue unimpeded.

Features:
- RampLox features tunnels for hose and pipe which, when assembled as one ramp, provide:
  - Four 5” tunnels for 4” and smaller IPS hose, cable and pipe
  - Two 4” tunnels for 3” and smaller IPS hose, cable and pipe
  - Two smaller tunnels for wire/cable.
- Use three or more RampLox Extenders to reduce minimum required clearance to 5”. (Each Extender adds two 5” tunnels)
- RampLox Clearance Plates can be added to provide clearance for up to 7” pipe.
- Interlocking design allows them to tolerate minor to moderate ground surface variation.
- Vehicle crossings can be created using at least five pairs of RampLox to achieve a road width of 120 in (10 ft). Infinite width possibility.
- Each RampLox segment features two 0.5” anchor holes with room for fender washers for added security. It is recommended that anchors be at least 3” to 12” in length and ¼” to ½” in diameter.

Specs:
- Load rating: 20,000 lbs. per axle
- Minimum vehicle ground clearance: 7.5” (5” with Extenders)
- For off-road (non-DOT) use only
- RampLox Dimensions: 48.5” long by 25” wide by 7” tall
- Weight per RampLox: 63 lbs.
- Molded UV-stabilized HDPE construction
- Manufactured in the USA

Accessories:
- PipeStax® pipe support blocks
- HoseTrax® hose organizing tracks
- Optional handrails for pedestrian crossings
- Optional short or tall flags create highly visible edge markings
- RampLox Extenders for low vehicle ground clearance (5”) applications
- RampLox Clearance Plate for larger pipe (up to 7”)

Product | Dimensions (L x W x H) | Weight
--- | --- | ---
RampLox | 48.5” x 25” x 7.5” | 63 lbs.
RampLox Extender | 25” x 25” x 7.5” | 36 lbs.
RampLox Clearance Plate | 18” x 23” x 5” | 45 lbs.